
I have been doing a good deal of 
marketing across a variety of media and 
it doesn’t seem to be delivering for me. 
Any ideas why not?
It could be for any number of reasons but I’m 
willing to bet a substantial amount of money 
that you haven’t properly engaged with your 
audience. 

I am making the assumption that you 
have decided who you wish to target, 
and have chosen the right medium (big 
assumptions!). However, good marketing 
is not just about identifying your target 
audience – it is about engaging and 
interacting with them.

What you need to do is encourage 
both interest and response. For instance, 
don’t just tell people that short-term 
orthodontics could be relevant to them – run 

a competition, ask them to send in pictures 
of their smiles and the winner gets, well, 
whatever you want to give them. 

The more involved that people have to 
be, the more that they will remember you, 
even if they didn’t get involved!

How can I make my marketing more 
engaging and interactive?
Start from the beginning. What is it about 
your offering that is likely to appeal? Are 
you promoting elective treatments such 
as adult orthodontics and tooth whitening, 
or are you encouraging interest in hygiene 
visits, regular attendance and plans? 

What will push the buttons of your 
audience in these two areas is slightly 
different. In the case of adult orthodontics 
and tooth whitening, you need to reduce the 
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potential risk that attendees could face, ie, 
they’ll have the option to talk to someone 
about the treatment before anything 
happens and without spending money.

This is where a treatment coordinator 
can come into their own. Free no-obligation 
consultations will make a massive difference 
to your take-up rates from any promotional 
activity. You are offering renewed self-
confi dence and the ability to feel good about 
oneself. Again, ensure that your message 
refl ects this. 

For the more regular forms of treatment, 
you need to remember that you are really 
selling peace of mind – your message will 
need to wrap people in a warm blanket! 

In terms of encouraging interaction, why 
not get out into the big wide world to spread 
the message? Are there any local events, 
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What happens when your marketing doesn’t work? In this month’s Q&A feature, Chris Baker 
explains how to engage your target audience



Chris Baker runs Corona 
Design & Communication, 
a specialist dental marketing 
company. For more 
information, visit 
www.coronadental.ie. 

If  you have any marketing questions that you 
would like to see answered in a future issue, 
contact Chris at chris.baker@coronadental.ie.

groups, schools, etc, that you could be 
speaking at? By leaving the dental practice 
and speaking to people on their ‘own turf ’ 
they are instantly more at ease and more 
likely to be receptive. 

Ask existing patients why they chose 
your practice and use this information to 
attract more of the same. In marketing, 
activity alone is not enough – it must have 
engagement.

Our Facebook page has been delivering 
very little in the way of patient feedback 
– what can I do?
Interaction is the raison d’être of all social 
media. Without this, the medium doesn’t 
work, so it is even more important across 
the various social platforms to make your 
audience feel the need to get involved. 

I do understand that it can be difficult 
for a dental practice with a million and one 
other (more important) things to do, and so 
maintaining and updating a Facebook page is 
way down the list. 

Many have decided to use the outside 

services of a company to manage their online 
presence – a word of caution on this. While it 
starts with good intentions, it can often lead 
to content that is a little samey and lacks the 
authenticity of a true voice of the practice. 

I recommend that even if you work with 
an external agency that you still nominate 
team members at the practice who post 
content and respond.

So, what can you post that will draw your 
audience in? Well, for starters, try this:
• Ask questions – a great way to get a 

response!
• Run regular competitions that actually 

require your fans to post either text, or 
perhaps even a photo. This way, they are 
actively involved rather than passive

• Consider small non-dental prizes for 
throwaway competitions. Encourage fans 
to share the page amongst their friends

• Team pictures – people love this stuff! They 
see it as their receptionist, their dentist and 
their friend

• Post links and information on local events
• Remember the key rule – your content 

should be 80% social and 20% dental. 
Social media is just that, and as a business 
you are ‘encroaching’ on fun time. For it to 
work best, the majority of your posts have 
to be friendly and social with only around a 
fifth actually talking about treatments.

Anything else?
Two things. Ask the opinion of friends and 
family who you trust and see if they would 
respond. And, as with all marketing: test, 
measure, adapt and then repeat. ID
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On demand
At this time palladium prices are flirting 
with the €619 per troy ounce level due 
to supply fears for dentistry’s most-used 
noble metal.

These are predicated on the longest ever 
running labour disputes at South African 
mines (South Africa being the world’s second 
largest producer of  palladium) and on the 
Russia-Ukraine situation (Russia being the 
largest).

The largest demand for this metal comes 
from the automotive industry, and, although 
recycling of  vehicle catalysts is increasingly 
re-supplying that demand, it must be 
assumed that vehicle manufacturers are 
building metal stocks. 

On the price downside, graphene 
catalysts are being researched along with 
other non-platinum group metals.

sOuth-facIng
At this point in time, the news is that the 
Ukrainian leadership is using its military to 
regain control in the Donetsk region.

Further still, given the vast amounts of  
oligarch money banked through the city of  
London and tied up in UK property, and 

Mike Teulon looks at the current demand for metal and its affect 
on palladium and gold prices

Mike Teulon is the director of  MTD Metallurgical 
Co, which specialises in the purchase and processing 
of  scrap dental golds, palladium and platinum 
bonding alloys. Note: MTD does not handle waste 
amalgam. For more details, visit 
www.mtdpreciousmetals.com. 

not least because of  Prince Charles’ recent 
comments, that situation may be on the turn – 
diminishing metal supply fears.

A cooling in eastern demand for gold 
bullion and the possibility of  market 
‘engineering’ leads me to suppose a move 
southwards for the yellow metal is still likely. ID
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